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Simulate 128 core NoC
We built a software simulation of a 128-tile
network-on-chip (NoC) system.
• Each tile has a single core and 16KB of fast,
local, memory.
• Tiles connected to external memory via binary
tree with MMU at the root node.
• Test with RISC-V traces of 8 benchmarks from
the TACLebench suite.

Motivation
NoCs use packetised
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communications
and scale
to much higher
core numbers
than bus-based
designs.
NoC cores have
limited local memory, yet memory demands are
growing as electronic control units mushroom in
automotive and aeronautical domains.
Virtual memory allows us to address a larger
memory

Automotive ECUs [2]

range
but
has
been
avoided
for real-
time
because
of poor
predictability. Can we square the circle?

Thrashing and traditional paging

With traditional paging we load many pages

Proportion of page used with x264
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in which only
a fraction
of addresses
are accessed
- contributing
to thrashing
as the system
loses ever
more time to
loading and
unloading
pages rather
than tackling the compute task.

Smaller pages help

Smaller pages reduce internal fragmentation (i.e.
we load less dead weight memory). As the table
here shows - smaller pages can deliver better
performance even with ’traditional’ paging.

Benchmark 1KB 512 bytes 256 bytes
g723enc 9012279 3109766 2761733
admpcm_dec 5697371 1748323 1551069
admpcm_enc 5463362 1780333 1531175
audiobeam 11269496 4798261 4334978
cjpgtransupp 13822943 11687305 11292096
cjpegwrbmp 4561929 2262785 1803843
epic NA 236307671 194966774
fmref 23926071 7848475 4360384
Worst case completion times with traditional paging

Partial paging versus traditional paging

Partial paging versus traditional paging for 256-byte pages

Even though partial paging requires giving up memory
to hold bitmaps, our simulation shows it outperforms
traditional paging for every benchmark used - and the
difference is most pronounced when the code being
executed makes the biggest demands of memory.
•Analysis using techniques from extreme value
theory shows that the advantage of partial paging
grows at safety-critical thresholds, reflecting the
lowered entropy that follows from reduced blocking.
• If we use load control mechanisms we can further
speed bigger and more demanding applications
at the cost of slower performance of simpler code.

Partial paging

The classical approach to the problem of
thrashing focuses on page replacement
algorithms [3]. Partial paging offers a better
page loading algorithm.
Now pages are loaded in 16-byte lines and we
have small faults when a needed part of a page
is missing as well as familiar hard faults when a
new page is loaded. Which lines in a page are
present is tracked by a bitmap.

Less blocking means more certainty

Partial paging lowers blocking in the memory
tree and this reduces the phase space (as
measured by delay) for memory requests - i.e. it
lowers system entropy (non-linearly) and so
does not just improve typical performance, but
also increases certainty: a key criterion for
real-time programmers.
Alternative connectors such as crossbars and
layered buses show similar behaviour.
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